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Agenda

• Regulatory themes 

• Key activities for Research Compliance in a MiFID II world

• Key challenges facing Research Compliance 

• Inducement Management – lessons learnt 

• The Broker Vote – lessons learnt

• Global adoption 

• Summary 

• Q&A
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Funding research costs 

“A number of fundamental changes have occurred in 

the market. Most notable has been the shift by a 

vast majority of traditional asset managers to fund 

research from their own revenues – instead of using 

their clients’ funds.”

Price discovery process

“An effective price discovery process must be based 

on a robust determination of the value of 

research….research is a service in its own 

right….and we recognise price discovery is 

continuing to evolve.” 

The impact of technology

“It is also apparent that new technology is changing 

not only the nature of research but how this is 

supplied, monitored and importantly valued by the 
buyside”

SIFMA weighs in
March, 2019

• Allowing broker-dealers to charge 

separately or receive cash 

payments for research provided to 

both investment managers and 

institutional investors without being 

subject to the Advisers Act creates 

an even playing field for investment 

managers

• Prior Relief Is inadequate to 

Address Changes in the Research 

Marketplace

The challenges surrounding inducement

“From a manager’s perspective, the ‘black letter law’ 

on inducements does not differentiate between 

whether a research supplier is a broker - where a 

conflict of interest can clearly arise – or an 

independent provider.”

Benefit to the underlying clients

“Other regulators around the globe are looking on 

with interest at how things are developing here, and 

we have heard that asset owners outside the EU are 

putting pressure on managers to unbundle research 

from execution costs, to follow the example set in 

MiFID II” 

Andrew Bailey, Chief Executive of the FCA, February 2019 

Recent regulatory messages
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Manage internal communications

Deal with inducement 

Manage payments 

Track consumption 

Manage the valuation process

Reporting to various stakeholders

Broker relationship management 

Understanding research regulation 

Budget management

Front office training

Reviewing service providers

What to think about for Research Compliance 

What else has MiFID II put on your plate?
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Biggest challenges right now that need 
addressing

• Hidden costs of manual processes

• Managing inducement – a two part problem 

• “Finding the best and quickest approach to the 

valuation process”

• Single point of data collection for corporate 

access and research

• Removing Front Office friction – efficacy of self 

declaration 

• Internal and external reporting

What to think about for Research Compliance 

Manage internal communications

Deal with inducement 

Manage payments 

Track consumption 

Manage the valuation process

Reporting to various stakeholders

Broker relationship management 

Understanding research regulation 

Budget management

Front office training / desk assistants 

Reviewing service providers

What else has MiFID II put on your plate?
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What have we learnt?



Before: Inducement management

Manual processes to track research, 
receipt and readership across all 
channels – covering 1000s of emails 
and interactions

Laborious to attribute and justify 
research budget and spend at 
individual, strategy, fund or firm level

Lack of structured governance and 
control around inducement 
monitoring

Without a defined policy and process 
difficult to scope low-cost bundling, 
heavy usage, low attribution

Being aware of cyclical inducement is 
harder 
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Buy-side firms must budget for and make explicit payments for 

investment research, correlating the amount paid to the quality and 

value of the research, while demonstrating they are not being induced 
to trade – FCA Summary, 2018 

“



How it should work: 
Inducement – an exception-based problem 

Simple review

Yes

Decides if inducement

No

Send 

C&D letter
No action

Organisation chart

Rate cards for black/whitelist

User monitoring Inducement process automation 

Additional known sources –

cross-channel comms

The solution

Identifies

relevant 

inducement

candidates

Candidate report
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Buy-side firms must budget for and make explicit payments for 

investment research, correlating the amount paid to the quality and 

value of the research, while demonstrating they are not being induced 
to trade – FCA Summary, 2018 

“



Please participate in the poll now.
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A manual process

• Rushed to make a decision

• Broker vote subject to temporal biases 

• Hidden costs of manual processes

• Cannot measure cross channel research 

consumption and aggregate into one 

source to attribute value – over reliant on 

sell-side statistics

• Seeing the broker vote as a requirement, 

rather than as differentiating 

Before: the Broker Vote
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Where an investment firm was unable to ascertain on an ex-
ante basis the amount of any payment or benefit to be received 
or paid, and instead disclosed to the client the method of 
calculating that amount, the firm shall also provide its clients 
with information of the exact amount of the payment or benefit 
received or paid on an ex-post basis – FCA, 2018

Firms need to have in place policies and systems to assess the nature of any 

service, benefit or material paid or provided by any third party to determine 

whether they can provide or accept it.”  – ESMA 



After: An automated process

• Combining ‘top down’ qualitative measures with a broader ‘bottom 

up’ evaluation methodology, based on an understanding of 

research costs and accurate in-house consumption metrics

• Clear rating process, for all research, attributable to a dollar value 

at consumer level 

• Valuation process includes all types of research including, 

inbound calls and meetings

• Review ratings and comments at all levels of granularity

• Minimal friction on existing workflow – one system for valuation

• Minimizing impact on front office with mobile app and Outlook 

plug-ins 

• Greater transparency and insight to drive sell-side conversations 

and board/investor reporting 

Before: A manual process

• Rushed to make a decision

• Broker vote subject to temporal biases 

• Hidden costs of manual processes

• Cannot measure cross channel research 

consumption and aggregate into one 

source to attribute value – over reliant on 

sell-side statistics

• Seeing the broker vote as requirement, 

rather than as differentiating 

Lessons learnt: the Broker Vote
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• Pressure from major US major asset managers, institutional investors and industry bodies 

pushing for a standard approach across markets

• Competitive pressures – European funds provide investors with greater transparency in spend 

and value 

• Global hedge managers can view MiFID as an opportunity to learn and benefit from better 

valuation and voting, better data capture and the resulting improvement in the quality of 

management reporting and  enhancing their relationship with providers

• “First mover advantage”: Assessment of possible cost and operational impact should start today. 

Global managers need to have a smart answer for investors

Global adoption
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Summary 

• Inducement is an exception based problem, which can be easy to manage

• Understanding the value of research and cost attribution is key

• Demonstrating value is critical from a board, investor and regulatory perspective 

• Get ahead of the curve by acting first

“New technology is changing not only the nature of research but how this is supplied, monitored 

and importantly valued by the buyside…. Andrew Bailey, FCA
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Please ask us any questions 

you may have.

Q&A

Any questions we don’t have time for today we will come back to you, so 

please do not hesitate to ask.  

Presenters

Henry Price, CEO, Red Deer, henry.price@reddeer.com

Simon Drinkall, Business Development, simon.drinkall@reddeer.com
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Thank you.
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